Agar Art: Finding Beauty in Bacteria
Background
Bacteria are tiny, living organisms that can be found just about everywhere. Although some can cause
serious infections, most are harmless. We have bacteria living inside and on our bodies that benefit us in
many ways, including helping with digestion and boosting our immune systems. Bacteria can be used to
make some of the foods we eat like yogurt, cheese, and bread, but can they be used to make art? Since
they are so small, microscopes are needed to see a single bacterium; however, when they are grown in
large numbers on an agar plate, they can be seen with the naked eye. Bacteria can contain pigments
that allow them to grow in distinct colors, but can bacteria be......beautiful? Alexander Fleming, a
scientist who discovered penicillin in the 1920s, was known for creating beautiful works of art using
bacteria grown on agar. Since both artists and scientists rely on creativity and keen attention to detail, it
makes sense to fuse art and science together in this activity. Today, you will be learning how to use
various bacteria as your “paint” and petri dishes with several types of agar as your “canvas” to create
your very own agar art and find the beauty in bacteria.
Objectives
The overall goal of this activity is to learn microbiology laboratory techniques and use them as novel tools for
artistic practice. Upon completion of this activity, students will:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Demonstrate an awareness of aesthetic and material concerns through visual choices.
Apply the principles of design to the creation of agar art.
Illustrate an understanding of the cultural morphology of the distinct species of bacteria on various types
of agar.
Demonstrate proficiency handling bacteria using aseptic technique.

Assignment description
Option 1 (recommended for introductory art courses) - As part of an introduction to art course, students
research a historical artist(s) and choose an image as reference or as inspiration to recreate one of their
works as agar art. While they re-interpret the historical artwork selected, students are encouraged to
think about the application of the principals of design in their composition to fit their new canvas by redesigning the original artwork to suit this media. They should, for example, pay close attention to the
color interactions based on the bacterium and agar they select.
Option 2 (recommended for advanced art courses) - Materials and their intrinsic meaning are intimately
linked to the message conveyed by artworks. In this assignment, students will explore the link between
mastering the use of a new art media, in this case bacteria and nutrient agar to create Agar Art, with
concepts and messages that relate to their art practice. Students will learn how to grow bacteria in a
microbiology lab, their interaction and reaction to the surface upon which they feed and how this may
be utilized to an artist’s advantage aesthetically and conceptually. Students are asked to imagine an
artistic concept that will benefit from the intimate relationship between humans and bacteria, utilizing
the principals of design they are familiar with in a new way while they are also introduced to standard
laboratory practices in an interdisciplinary activity.

Materials
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lab coat
Sketch pad
Pencil
Agars: Nutrient Agar, Eosin Methylene Blue Agar, Mannitol Salts Agar, Starch Agar
Bacterial strains: E. coli, Enterobacter aerogenes, Serratia marcescens, Kocuria rhizophila
(or M. luteus), Staphylococcus epidermidis, Staphylococcus aureus
Bunsen burner and striker
Inoculating loops and/or needles
Incubator set at 37°C and room temperature storage
Iodine (if using starch agar)
Parafilm (optional)

Instructions
Day 1
1. Trace a petri dish circle onto your sketch pad.
2. Sketch your intended design within the circle. (This step could be assigned ahead of time
so that students come to the lab prepared with ideas and concepts to execute. This step
could also be a graded milestone.)
3. Use Table 1 to determine which agar and bacteria you will use to achieve your desired
colors. Be sure to label your sketch to indicate which agar and bacteria were used for
each part of the drawing. Remember, you will not be able to see the colors until later,
when the bacteria grow, so you should keep notes.
4. Put the agar plate on top of your sketch if you wish to trace your drawing, or you may
draw freehand.
5. The inoculating loop/needle is your paintbrush. To “clean it”, put the loop/needle into
the flame of the Bunsen burner until the inoculating loop/needle turns bright orange.
Remove it from the flame and let it cool.
6. Use the cooled loop/needle to gently pick up a small amount of the desired bacteria
(your paint) from the agar.
7. Gently spread the bacteria onto the agar (your canvas) to create the desired form. Keep
in mind that agar has a consistency similar to gelatin, so if you press down too hard, the
loop/needle will cut into the agar and break it. The goal is to let the bacteria create the
desired patterns as it grows, not to sculpt it in the gel.
8. Just as you would clean your paintbrush before using a different colored paint, you will
need to flame and cool your loop/needle each time you use a different bacterium.
9. Once your drawing is complete, seal your agar plate with parafilm. Label the lid of the
plate with your name, the date, and the bacteria used.
10. Use Table 1 to determine at which temperature your agar art should be incubated.
Check the plates after 24 hours of incubation. If needed, incubate for an additional 24
hours. If the desired amount of bacterial growth was achieved, incubate the plates until
the next class meeting.

Day 2
1. After the incubation period, evaluate your agar art to verify that you achieved the
desired appearance and if not, determine what may have gone wrong (i.e. used too
much bacteria, not enough bacteria, incorrect agar/bacteria combination,
bacterial/fungal growth outside of the lines (contamination issues), misaligned
composition, etc.). Does your technique need improvement?
2. Optional: Repeat activity from Day 1, focusing on making improvements from your first
agar art attempt. (Note: This will require a 3rd class meeting to observe the final results
and critique.)
3. Optional 1: Take pictures of your agar art (for best results and documentation, try
photographing the work on white paper as well as while shining light through the agar).
Give it a title and write a short artist statement defining the significance of your project.
Consider explaining how the bacteria and agar selected interact with your concept to
give it more meaning.
4. Optional 2: Using your note, photographs, and what you have learned during the
process, create a poster. Imagine that you were invited to a scientific conference to
present your research. Create a posterboard to communicate your agar art research,
explain your concepts/inspiration, and demonstrate your understanding of the topic in a
short and concise format.
Table 1: Colors achieved with bacteria on various types of agar.
Type of
Agar

Nutrient
Agar
(NA)
Eosin
Methyle
ne Blue
Agar
(EMB)
Mannitol
Salts
Agar
(MSA)
Starch
Agar

Color of Agar

Incubation
temp.

Bacteria/Color
Escherichia
coli

Enterobacter
aerogenes

Serratia
marcescens

Kocuria
rhizophila

Staphylococcus
epidermidis

Staphylococcus
aureus

Light Amber

white

white

red

yellow

white

white

Room
Temp

Dark
Red/Burgundy

metallic
green

pink

pink

no growth

no
growth

no
growth

37°C

Reddish/Pink

No growth

no growth

no
growth

pink

pink

yellow with
yellow halo

37°C

Light Amber
(add iodine
after
incubation for
dark
brown/black)

white

white

red

yellow

white

white

Room
Temp

Agar Art:
Finding the
Beauty in
Bacteria

Bacteria Are…
• Living organisms that are found just about everywhere (in nature, our bodies, on
surfaces)
• Small:
• To see a single bacterium, you will need a microscope
• Grown in large numbers on an agar plate, you can see them with the naked eye
• Beneficial:
• Most are harmless (although some can cause serious infections)
• Help with digestion
• Boost our immunity
• Used to make important foods like cheese and yogurt
• Beautiful?
• Contain pigments that allow them to grow in distinct colors

Alexander Fleming,
Original Agar Artist
• Scientist that discovered penicillin in the 1920s
• Known for creating beautiful works of art with bacteria
• Much like Alexander Fleming, you will be creating
your own agar art!

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Synthetic_Production_of_Penicillin_TR1468.jpg

Lab Safety Rules
• No food or drink in the lab
• Dress appropriately: Wear closed toe shoes, a lab coat, gloves, safety goggles,
and tie back long hair. Avoid touching your face.
• Be attentive: Do not leave your Bunsen Burner on unattended. Watch the location
of your hair, clothing, and papers when working around the open flame.
• Supervision: Do not perform lab activities without the instructor.
• Clean Up: Dispose materials in the proper waste container.
Clean your workbench before use and at the end of the day.
Wash your hands before leaving the lab.

How to Make Agar Art
• Agar = Canvas
• Bacteria = Paint
• Inoculating Loop = Paint Brush
• Bunsen Burner = Water to
“clean” your paint brush

NA Plate (Light Amber Plate):
Reddish/Purple Bacteria vs.
Yellow Bacteria vs.
Depending on Specific Bacteria Used

S. marcescens

K. rhizophila
Incubate all at Room Temperature

E. coli
E. aerogenes
S. epidermidis
S. aureus

EMB Plates (Dark Red/Burgundy Plate):
Pink vs. Green Bacteria Depending On
Specific Bacteria Used

E. aerogenes
S. marcescens

E. coli

Incubate at 37oC

MSA Plate (Reddish/Pinkish Plate):
Pink vs. Yellow Bacteria and Plate
Depending on Bacteria Used

S. epidermidis
K. rhizophila

S. aureus

Incubate at 37oC

Starch Agar Plate (Light Amber):
vs. Yellow vs. Red Bacteria
with a Dark Brown/Black Background
E. coli
S. aureus
S. epidermidis
E. aerogenes

Incubate all at Room Temperature

Add
Iodine

*can also use K. rhizophila (yellow)
or S. marcescens (red)

How to “Paint” with Bacteria

Use Aseptic Techniques

Pick Bacteria off Your Desired Plate

Transfer Bacteria To Your Agar “Canvas”

Need more bacteria?
Need a different bacteria?

Repeat Aseptic Techniques to Clean Your “Brush”

Pick Another Bacteria off Your Desired Plate

Transfer Bacteria To Your Agar “Canvas”

Keep repeating aseptic
techniques each time
you need more bacteria
or new bacteria

Don’t Forget: Invert Your Plate to Incubate!

Inspiration from Other Student Artists
Jellyfish
The jellyfish represented on this EMB
plate is made up of the
bacterium E. coli, and Enterobacter
aerogenes. E. coli and Enterobacter are
both species that can be found within the
body, but may cause
opportunistic infections if given the
chance. When grown on the EMB plate,
E.coli produces a metallic green/gold
color due to its lactose fermenting
properties. This allowed for the glow or
“sparkle” many jellyfish produce when
floating in the ocean. When
When Enterobacter is grown on EMB it
produces a pinkish brown color indicating
fermentation and acid production. The two
bacterium work together to produce a
creature spiraled in color.

Inspiration from Other Student Artists
Grotesque Beauty
Throughout life, we have the tendency to label things as
humans—good or bad, right or wrong, beautiful…or
ugly. Recognition of these things starts with
how we relate them to our surroundings, and how we,
conditioned throughout life, perceive
them holistically. When we think of “bacteria,” we often
relate to infectious, ugly entities and forget their
ubiquitous qualities. These pre-conceived notions can
often impose issues, especially seen in today’s society.
In this agar plate, two types of common bacteria are
present: Staphylococcus epidermis and
Staphylococcus aureus. Both exist in the same genus;
however, each have differences in
appearance, preferential habitat, and pathogenicity.
In Grotesque Beauty, the plate demonstrates these
differences visually by first impression. S. epidermis,
exhibited as white pigmented colonies shaped as a
woman, is an extremely common, non-pathogenic
bacteria representing nearly 90% of the microbiota of
our skin. S. aureus, exhibited as the more
invasive yellow colonies shaped as insects, is the most
pathogenic bacteria of all staphylococci commonly found
in pus such as pimples. This allusion serves as a
reminder that what exists around us exhibits all kinds of
qualities that can be misconstrued.

Inspiration from Other Student Artists

Let’s practice!

Helpful Hints
• Do not open the plate until you
are ready to start working on it
• Sketch your art on paper first
• Trace the plate to have the
appropriate size
• Record which bacteria is where!
Good record keeping!

Agar and Bacteria Information
NA Plate
S. marcescens (red)
K. rhizophila (yellow)

MSA Plate
S. epidermidis, K. rhizophila
(pink)
S. aureus (yellow)

EMB Plate
E. coli (green)
E. aerogenes, S.
marcescens (pink)

Starch Agar Plate
K. rhizophila (yellow)
S. marcescens (red)

Table of Agar and Bacteria from Handout
Type of
Agar

Color of Agar

Bacteria/Color
Escherichia
coli

Enterobacter
aerogenes

Serratia
marcescens

Kocuria
rhizophila

Staphylococcus
epidermidis

Staphylococcus
aureus

Incubation
temp.

Nutrient
Agar (NA)

Light Amber

white

white

red

yellow

white

white

Room Temp

Eosin
Methylene
Blue Agar
(EMB)

Dark
Red/Burgundy

metallic
green

pink

pink

no growth

no
growth

no
growth

37°C

Mannitol
Salts Agar
(MSA)

Reddish/Pink

No growth

no growth

no
growth

pink

pink

yellow with
yellow halo

37°C

Starch Agar

Light Amber
(add iodine
after
incubation for
dark
brown/black)

white

white

red

yellow

white

white

Room Temp

Appendix III: Agar Art Grading Rubric
Proficient (15)

Needs Improvement (13)

Below Expectation (11)

Visual Communication:
Demonstrates a unique
perspective and creative
interpretation. Effectively
engages and communicates with
the audience.
Concept:
Selected topic is clearly relevant
and communicates with the
material used.

Artwork exceptionally
demonstrates a unique and
creative approach to visual
communication.

Exemplary (20)

Artwork demonstrates an
above average, unique and
creative approach to visual
communication.

Artwork proficiently
demonstrates a unique
and creative approach to
visual communication.

Artwork doesn’t
demonstrate a unique
and/or creative approach to
visual communication.

Artwork’s creative
approach is below
expectations, isn't
unique, or doesn’t
communicate visually.

Artwork communicates a
relevant concept in an
exceptional manner that builds
upon the specificity of
material/medium used.
Artwork utilizes and
demonstrates an exceptional
understanding and mastery of
the principles of design.

Artwork proficiently
communicates a
relevant concept that
builds upon the
specificity of
material/medium used.
Artwork utilizes and
demonstrates a
proficient understanding
and mastery of the
principles of design.
Moderately appropriate
bacteria/agar
combinations used.
Colors and patterns
achieved reflect an
average understanding
of the media.

Artwork’s communicated
concept is unclear or
irrelevant or does not build
upon the specificity of
material/medium used.

Aesthetic Quality:
Demonstrates a clear
understanding and mastery of the
principles of design.
Media Choice:
Illustrates an understanding of the
cultural morphology of the
different species of bacteria on
various types of agar.

Artwork clearly
communicates a relevant
concept in a compelling
manner that builds upon the
specificity of
material/medium used.
Artwork utilizes and
demonstrates an above
average understanding and
mastery of the principles of
design.
Slightly appropriate
bacteria/agar combinations
used. Colors and patterns
achieved reflect a good
understanding of the media.

Technical Proficiency:
Demonstrates proficiency with
handling bacteria using aseptic
technique.

No contamination is exhibited;
An appropriate amount of
bacterial growth is seen only
where streaked.

Minimal contamination is
exhibited with a couple of
colonies growing beyond the
areas streaked. Slightly
inappropriate amount of
bacterial growth (i.e. slightly
too much or too little
bacterial growth) in the
streaked areas.

Some contamination is
exhibited by some
bacterial growth
detected beyond the
areas streaked.
Moderately
inappropriate amount of
bacterial growth in the
streaked areas.

Excessive contamination is
exhibited in the areas
streaked and beyond.
Extremely inappropriate
amounts of bacterial
growth seen in the streaked
areas.

Concept communicated
is unclear, confusing, or
inconsistent. It doesn’t
build at all upon the
specificity of
material/medium used.
Artwork does not utilize
at all or demonstrate a
below average
understanding of the
principles of design.
Completely inappropriate
bacteria/agar
combinations were used.
No growth is visualized
due to improper
bacteria/agar
combination, Reflects a
poor understanding of
the media.
Entire plate is
contaminated;
Completely inappropriate
amounts of bacterial
growth is seen beyond
the areas streaked and is
covering the entire plate,
or no growth seen in the
areas streaked.

Extremely appropriate
bacteria/agar combinations
used. Colors and patterns
achieved reflect an excellent
understanding of the media.

Above Expectations (17)

Artwork’s utilization of the
principles of design needs
improvement or lacks
applicable understanding.
Inappropriate bacteria/agar
combinations used. Colors
and patterns achieved
reflect a below average
understanding of the
media.

Appendix IV: Discussion Guide for Critique and Feedback on Agar Art

Evaluating an artwork solely on visual beauty and technical proficiency without taking consideration of the social
and historical contexts within which the piece was created is missing half the story. In many cases, the concept may
be obvious, but in others, there might be cultural intricacy that cannot be discovered easily at first glance. Maybe
contamination made it impossible to identify the historical inspiration for the work or the intricacy of the texture.
However, historicity and conceptual thoughts are important to art appreciation. Furthermore, students must become
efficient at explaining their artistic thoughts to prepare them for the professional market. For this reason, providing
students with the opportunity to offer context is essential in assessing the conceptual aspects of their work.

Ask the following questions to the rest of the class to trigger discussion:
•

What can you see in this picture?

•

What does that remind you of?

•

Are there any other artists or art movements that use similar forms or techniques?

•

What makes you say that?

•

What could that mean? Is there a hidden message?

Ask the following questions to the artists to trigger discussion:
•

What artist was used as an inspiration for your project and why?

•

What is the link between the material (bacteria and agar) and the subject matter illustrated in the work?

•

How did you use the different colors to enhance your composition? Does the color have meaning?

•

Describe the themes illustrated in your work and why they were chosen.

Rich discussions are usually triggered by rich concepts.

Appendix V: Examples of Artistic Statement

When open discussion critique is not possible or as an additional assignment practicing literacy and writing skills,
students can use an artist statement to elaborate on their conceptual thoughts. The following are a few examples
from the advanced art course.
Title: Rare Death from a Common Friend

Title: Jellyfish

The bacteria Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus) is the
most dangerous type of Staphylococcus bacteria yet it
is a common bacterium found on healthy human skin.
It becomes a danger to us when the bacteria enter the
body systems through wounds and sores and begins
to overpower our immune system. One condition S.
aureus can cause is osteomyelitis, which is when the
bacteria invade bone and bone marrow, causing
inflammation and infection.

The jellyfish represented on this EMB plate are made
up of the bacterium E. coli, and Enterobacter
aerogenes. E. coli and Enterobacter are both species
that can be found within the body but may cause
opportunistic infections if given the chance. When
grown on the EMB plate, E. coli produces a metallic
green/gold color due to its lactose fermenting
properties. This allowed for the glow or “sparkle”
many jellyfish produce when floating in the
ocean. When Enterobacter is grown on EMB it
produces a pinkish brown color indicating
fermentation and acid production. The two bacteria
work together to produce a creature spiraled in color.

Mannitol Salt Agar (MSA) plates are commonly used
in medical practice to distinguish between pathogens
in a short time period. Bacteria that are capable of
fermenting mannitol to create an acidic byproduct
that will turn the phenol red pH indicator in the agar
to a yellow color. Staphylococcus aureus is capable
of fermenting mannitol, as seen by the yellow color
surrounding the skull colony image. The skull image
was chosen to raise more awareness on how this
common bacterium can cause osteomyelitis (the
infiltration of bacteria in bone), which could
ultimately lead to death if left untreated.

